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PHONOSTYLISTICS UNITS AND MEANS  

OF MODERN RUSSIAN AND UZBEK LANGUAGES 

Annotation: The phonostyle can be phono-variants of words and phrases (both 

pronunciation, accent, syngharmonic, tonal), as well as types of intonation structures. In 

both languages, the alternation of vowels and consonants, insertion or ejection, metathe-

sis, elysia, as well as a change in the syllabic composition of the word, contributing to 

the formation of high-frequency pronunciation variants of words in stylistically neutral, 

conversational and outdated speech, have phonostylistic significance. 

Key words: pronunciation, accent, syngharmonic, tonal, ejection, metathesis.

Variant units of the language, differing in pronunciation and stylistic 

coloring, can rightly be considered as phonostylistic units - styles at the 

phonetic level of the language, or phonostyles. The phonostyle can be pho-

no-variants of words and phrases (both pronunciation, accent, syngharmon-

ic, tonal), as well as types of intonation structures, etc. prosodic units at the 

level of utterance and the text as a whole. 

The pronunciation, non-traditional from the point of view of orthoe-

pic norms, creates a special effect of its perception: as a sign of illiterate or 

illiterate speech, a stylistic device, non-literary (vernacular or dialectic) 

pronunciation, speech of a foreigner, etc. Such a pronunciation, in the pres-

ence of a sign of repeatability or regularity, for example, in a particular 

sphere of communication, acquires the ability to associate, in addition to 

the meaning of a word, with a speech situation. As a result of this, sound 

elements can contain to some extent information of a stylistic and commu-

nicative-pragmatic nature, for example, on the communication situation, on 

the territorial and social affiliation of native speakers, on the functional-

stylistic coloring of speech, on the historical and temporal conditioning of 

the functioning of language units, etc. 

Phonostyles are formed by means of phonostylistic means - segment 

and super-segment units of the language, their properties and phonetic 

modifications. 

The brightness of its stylistic coloring depends on the degree of 

probability of the appearance of phonostyle in speech. The different proba-

bility of phonostyle appearing in certain functional-stylistic varieties of 

speech, their different information content makes these units phonostylistic 

indicators of functional styles. 

There are a number of phonetic modifications in modern Russian and 

Uzbek languages, giving the pronunciation of words, phrases, expressions 
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stylistic significance and representing a system of stylistic means of the 

phonetic aspect of the stylistics of the resources of the Russian and Uzbek 

languages. 

The system of phonostylistic means of the Russian and Uzbek lan-

guages is characterized by qualitatively-quantitative properties that deter-

mine their use in a specific pronunciation style. 

For example, phonostylistic means of modern Russian and Uzbek 

languages at the segment level are represented by a change in the phonemic 

composition of a word, in particular phonetic modifications of vowels, con-

sonants, and a change in the syllable composition of a word. 

Changing the phonemic composition of a word as a stylistic means 

of phonetics at the segment level of modern Russian and Uzbek languages 

can be represented by the loss or appearance of sound (combinations of 

sounds), the degree of reduction of unstressed syllables (in Russian), the 

extension and amplification of sounds, the alternation of phonemes, and 

features of hard and soft pronunciations of consonants (in Russian), meta-

thesis and the elimination of sounds, etc. 

A change in the phonemic composition of the word, which has a sty-

listic coloring, contributes to the emergence in the modern Russian and 

Uzbek languages of predominantly colloquial and colloquially reduced 

phonetic phrases. This is due to the processes of expansion and deepening 

of the democratic reforms of society taking place in recent decades, which 

is reflected in the language. 

The appearance of phono-variants of words in the Russian and Uz-

bek languages in book and stylistically sublime speech is a low-frequency 

phenomenon, due to two reasons: 

1) the regulation of speech design in these phonetic styles that do not 

allow fluctuations in pronunciation; 

2) the narrow scope of the use of phono-words of a given stylistic 

marking. 

It should be noted that phonostylistic means promoting the formation 

of phonostylistic units in the Russian and Uzbek languages have similari-

ties and differences. In both languages, the alternation of vowels and con-

sonants, insertion or ejection, metathesis, elysia, as well as a change in the 

syllabic composition of the word, contributing to the formation of high-

frequency pronunciation variants of words in stylistically neutral, conversa-

tional and outdated speech, have phonostylistic significance. 

The emergence of phono-variants of words can be due to the desire 

of the language for brevity and rhythm, for the convenience of pronuncia-

tion, the derivational features of affixes and models of variable pronuncia-

tion forms, the influence of poetry of past centuries, vernacular and di-
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alects, the desire of the language to simplify the articulation of phonemes 

(by analogy with children's speech), to smoothness, softness, melodious-

ness, the influence of euphony, pace of speech, the rhythmic and metric 

structure of a poetic work, the written form of the language for oral, etc. 
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) ��� ���.�� 2#���,�#�, �����&�� &�(�� �%�$, #�&��'� " &�$

� � ���$ "#���"&05 ����& �� ����!����� ��"0 ,��, ��������� � �-

��& ��,������ � ��'#�, ���%�*�� &� #��'$ " ����0 ����$  �#"�#�$ �

��,���� /���'��'� �������� !�� �(���*�( � �%� "�"&�� " ��. � &�

�� ,�""���� /����#������� � ��'# ���"&����'( " �� �� ��&"� ��

&� 0#� � �%�,. � ����$ "&����', ��� ��������5& ���'� /���,�&'

(�� ����), "������'� (�����#3��), " ��!%�$, ��� ���/&�.�� # ��'#�-

��$ "����, � #�&��!5 ��� /����# �, ��� ��"!& !%���! "�,��'&��"&�, 

� /���$ ��,�*�5& ,�"&�'� " ���-2#���� ��&'. 	"������ 2&� ��,�&-

�� �� /��,��� ��% �.��,��, /�"#� 0#! ��% �$"#�$ �%���& ���!*!5

�� 0 � "-��� �'"�#�( &�(�� �%�$ � ��*�"&����'( �&��3���$ �

�,���� � 2&�, ��'#� �����#��& �"�����$ ,�""�� ���'( /���&�$ �

�/���� ���$. 

�'#��'� "���' /�-�����,! ��"/����,�5& ���,"&�������. 

4���.!�"#�$ – ���� �� &�( ��'#��, #�&��'$ ������� �#&���� "�/��-

&�� ��&"� /��,', ���,"&�������,, /�"#� 0#! ��"�&� � 2&�%� ��'#�

"&��,�&"� "�(����&0 �%� "�,��'&��"&0 �/ �&0 �� /!���,� – /���&��, 

�����#3�%� �,���� �� 4���.��. 	���#� � -���.!�"#�$ ��'# /� ��

��% �.��,��, �"������ � ,� ������$ "����. 1&�& ",�3���'$ ��'#

/� !�� �������� franglais (" ����� �������� -���.!�"#�%� � ��%-

 �$"#�%� ��'#�� �� -���.!�"#�,: français � anglais) � � franglish 

(français + English). 
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